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This transition pack contains resources, assessments and activities for you to complete at home. 

We recommend you use Cornell Notes to prepare for your new course.  Please see this video to help you 

develop the technique: 

https://youtu.be/WtW9IyE04OQ 

Please complete the activities in this booklet in readiness to begin your studies when we are told schools 

may reopen, it could be anytime so be prepared! This will show us your commitment and may be used 

alongside your GCSE grades and behaviour log as entry criteria – Sixth Form study is hard work and there 

are no short cuts. Commitment to your studies is essential. 

Good Luck and Stay Safe! 

 

https://youtu.be/WtW9IyE04OQ
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Welcome to A-level Sociology! 

 
You have chosen a subject that will ‘keep you on your toes’ and make you think 

in ways you couldn’t imagine. You will certainly have a very different outlook on 

society by the end of your course. 

 

Overview of the course: 

 

This is a two-year course which ends with three two-hour papers each carrying 

an equal weighting towards your final A-level grade (A*-E). 

 

Topics we will cover will include: 

 

Year 12.                                                                                            Year 13 

 

Theories of Sociology                                                             Crime and Deviance 

Methods of Sociology                                                           The Media 

Families & Households                                                            Methods of Sociology 

Education                                                                                Theories of Sociology 

 

 

Look at the specification for more detail about these topics. You can find this at:  

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/sociology/specifications/AQA-7191-7192-

SP-2015.PDF 

 

You will be expected to know and understand (AO1) the information about the 

topics, to be able to apply (AO2) that knowledge and understanding and to be 

able to analyse and evaluate (AO3) that knowledge and understanding. 

 

Task 1 

 

Read the specification carefully and make a note below of the sections there 

are to each topic: 

 

Education…………………………………………………………………………………….…

…………….………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………..............

..................................................... 

Theory and Methods (Year 1) 

………………………….…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….…………………………

………………………………………………………...…………………………………………. 

Families and Households 

….……………………………………………………………………………….…………………

……………………………………………………………………………….......................……

…………………………………………………………………………………………….............. 

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/sociology/specifications/AQA-7191-7192-SP-2015.PDF
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/sociology/specifications/AQA-7191-7192-SP-2015.PDF
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The Media  

……………………………………………………………………………………………..………

………………………………………………………………………………………….…………

………………………………………………………………………..…………………………… 

Crime and Deviance 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Theory and Methods (Year 2) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………..……………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What do you think ‘Methods in Context’ means? 

 

 

Expectations of the course: 

 

● Lessons consist of taking notes, group discussions, watching relevant 

DVDs/documentaries, group work and PowerPoint presentations. 

● Homework consists of note making, wider reading, research, past exam 

questions, power points and essays. It is expected that about 5 hours a 

week will be spent on Sociology homework. 

● The Reading and Watching List on the following pages will help you to 

gain wider knowledge and a broader framework in which to apply your 

knowledge. You will be expected to choose something to watch/read 

every half term and to feed back to the rest of the class. You may do this 

individually, in pairs or groups. 

● Your progress will be reviewed on a regular basis. The review process will 

provide feedback at specific times throughout the year. You will also be 

expected to be within two grades of your target grade on each piece of 

work.  

● You are expected to use the resources available to you in the library and 

common room and are strongly encouraged to use libraries outside of 

school, not just the internet. 

● Make a Sociology chat/whatsapp for discussion. 

● Your folders of notes will be checked on a regular basis to see if you are 

organised and up to date with your work. 

● USE YOUR STUDY TIME AND BE PRO-ACTIVE. 
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Over the couse you will be encouraged to read a wide range of materials, from 

current affairs to classic literature.  Below is a suggested list to start you off. 

 

Reading List - Sociology 

● Brave New World – Aldous Huxley 
● Animal Farm – George Orwell 

● 1984 – George Orwell  
● Chavs: The Demonisation of the Working Class – Owen Jones 
● The Establishment and How They Get Away With It – Owen Jones 

● The Handmaid’s Tale – Margaret Atwood (also a series) 

● Vox – Christina Dalcher 

● The God Delusion – Richard Dawkins 

● Outsiders: Studies in Sociology of Deviance – Howard S Becker 

● Folk Devils and Moral Panics – Stanley Cohen 

● A Glasgow Gang Observed – Patrick James 

● Gang Leader For A Day – Sudhir Venkatesh 

● Haralambos 

● A wide range of newspapers including The Guardian and Independent  

 

 

 

 

 

Watching List - Sociology 

● Any documentaries, including Panorama, Louis Theroux, Stacey Dooley, 

Mind of a Murderer etc 

● Fahrenheit 9/11 by Michael Moore documentary 

● Capitalism - A Love Story by Michael Moore, a documentary 

● Black Mirror series (Netflix) 

● Noughts and Crosses - on iPlayer 

● Years and Years (BBC i-player) 

● The ‘Up’ series (eg. 56 Up, 63 Up) on Netflix or Youtube 

● The Secret Life of 5 year olds 

● McMafia (previously BBC i-player) 

● Ted Talks/Sociology 

● Chernobyl (drama) 

● The Society (Netflix series) 

● Living in Poverty by Professor Green - available on YouTube 
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Films to Watch 

  

Useful for: Family, sexuality, 

gender identity 

Explanation: helpful to understand 

empty shell marriages that look ideal 

from the outside with the perfect 

home, car and lawn but are far from 

perfect behind the closed doors. The 

film also covers issues of divorce, 

teenage relationships and sexuality. 

 

 

Useful for: ethnicity, crime, racial 
prejudice 
Explanation: An old one but a classic. 
Set in Mississippi, the film involves the 
rape of a young girl, the arrest of the 
rapists, their subsequent murder by the 
girl's father, and the father's trial for 
murder.  

Useful for: Ethnicity, Social 

class, identity, subcultures, 

crime 

Explanation: A film that takes 

a look at how a young boy 

becomes initiated into a group 

of racist skinheads in England 

in the 1980s. Another difficult 

watch  

 

Useful for: feminism, changing 
roles, sexual discrimination 
 
Explanation: Based on the 
true story of the 1968 strike at 
the Ford Dagenham car plant, 
where female workers walked 
out in protest against sexual 
discrimination. 

Useful for: Gender, equality, power, 

identity, Feminism 

Explanation: A really interesting look at the 

power imbalance between a husband and 

wife and how there is an expectancy for the 

husband’s role and status to take 

precedence over the wife whilst she adopts 

the emotional, expressive support role. 

 

Useful for: introducing Marxist 
concepts 
Explanation: oppression and 
misfits. A helpful base from which 
to understand the sociological 
theory of Marxism, the ruling class 
(bourgeoise) and the working class 
(proletariat). 

Useful for: Crime, Ethnicity, Social 

class, inequality 

Explanation: A multi-awarding 

winning film which helps to 

understand the life of crime in an 

area of Rio with deep rooted 

poverty. This is a hard-hitting film 

and rated 18 so watch with caution. 

But it is very powerful.  

Useful for: Education, ethnicity, 

social class, labelling, methods 

Explanation: A film that looks at a 

young teacher attempting to inspire 

students from poor and ethnic 

minority backgrounds. This is really 

good to look at labelling in schools 

and also interesting from a methods 

point of view as the students keep a 

diary to record their feelings. 
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Task 2 

Choose something from the Reading and Watching List that you are going to 

report on in your first Sociology lesson. 

 

Task 3 

Research the basic principles of each Sociological Theory and produce an A4 

poster for each of the FIVE main theories 

● Functionalism 

● Marxism 
● Feminism; including the sub-theories 
● Post-Modernism  
● Interactionism/Social Action Theory 

For each include  

❑ keywords and phrases 

❑ A brief definition 
❑ Key thinkers – names and pictures 
❑ 2/3 famous quotes 
❑ Any diagrams that may help explain the theory 
❑ Whether they are a macro or micro theory 
❑ Whether they are a conflict or consensus 
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Task 4 

Each group of statements represents a sociological theory. Say which ONE 

statement out of each group you agree with and give reasons why you have 

chosen it. 

A Statements: 

a) Men dominate. 

b) Gender inequalities exist. 

c) Women are systematically disadvantaged. 

d) All men hate women some of the time. Some men hate women all of the 

time. 

e) Women are the takers of shit.  

I agree with 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………..……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………….. 

B Statements: 

a) Society exists in a state of balance. 

b) Society works for the benefit of all. 

c) Structures in society exist to help people and the smooth operation of 

society. 

d) We live in a democracy. 

e) People are judged only in terms of their merit / skills / intelligence.  

I agree with 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………..……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………. 

 

C Statements: 

a) Life is unfair. 

b) People are not paid enough. 

c) The world is run for a very small group of people. 

d) Most people cannot see that they spend their entire lives being exploited. 
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e) Our current system for organising the economy does not work.  

I agree with 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………..……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………….. 

Task 5  

 

Watch the following clip and jot down 5 things that tell you what Sociology is. 

 

       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnCJU6PaCio 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Sociology is the study of human social life. 

There are many different aspects of Sociology 

to address, so you must be curious and 

attentive to looking at the world in a different 

way! 
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Look at this photograph; not everything is as it 

seems! 

 
 

 

There is usually another way of looking at things – and that is what we do as 

sociologists. 

 
We take normal, taken-for-granted life and turn it upside down, looking for 

meanings. And very often we end up seeing things very differently. 

 

  

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjigqiopOLbAhVMVxQKHWZzBw0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.seenox.org/incredible-visual-illusions-will-make-you-feel-like-on-drugs/&psig=AOvVaw3FBeiv_qt64EG9G-NAIyRO&ust=1529585523353145
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Identity 

 

 

Who are you? 

Are you part of a 

group, an 

individual, a 

student, a sister, 

a brother? 

Identity is about how we 

 
see and define ourselves – 

 
our personalities – and how other people see and define us. Many aspects of 

our individual identity are influenced by agencies of socialisation. These are 

structures or groups of people. 

 
 
Task 6 
 
Suggest four examples of structures or groups of people that impact upon you 

and how: 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Agents of Socialisation 
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Nature vs Nurture – The Big Debate  

There are many ways of explaining why certain 

people do things in certain ways. For example, 

biologists think that people behave as they do 

because they are controlled by nature. This is known 

as Nature theory. Humans are compared to animals 

and seen to act on instinct. 

Sociologists believe that people behave as they do because they are taught 

how to behave. For example, the sociologist Michael Haralambos states, 

‘Human beings learn their behavior and use their intelligence whereas animals 

simply act on instinct.’  This is known as Nurture theory. Nurture means the way 

you are brought up. It is also a reference to socialization, the lifelong process by 

which we learn our culture, values, norms and how to behave. 

 
 

Task 7 
 
Write down a list of things that you were taught by other people about how to 

behave eg. how to speak etc. 

Sociologists reject nature theories for two particular reasons. If people 

behaved as they do because of nature, they would all act the same as 

each other. The following reasons show why people do not all act the 

same: 

1. History: people acted differently in the past from the way that they do 

today. They had different ideas and different beliefs. 

2. Anthropology: this is the study of different human societies. Wherever you 

go in the world, people act differently from the way they do in Britain. 
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Social behaviour and culture  

Sociology is the study of human 

groups and social life in modern 

societies. Sociology recognises 

that as members of society we 

have to learn social behaviour 

and this is done through a variety 

of social institutions and social 

groups right throughout our lives. 

 
 

 

Task 8 

 

WHAT MAKES US HUMAN? 

 

● Are we meant to live alone? 

● What would a person be like if they grew up without human contact? 

● What would a person be like if they were then introduced into a society? 

● Do we need a society in which to survive? 

Can someone be truly human if they grew up without human contact? 

● Are we ruled by our instincts?  (An instinct can be defined as a complex, 

unlearned pattern of behaviour that is universal in a species). 

 

Watch the video and compare how, as children, we behave and how Oksana 

behaves. What has been the impact of the lack of human contact? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv3ocntSSUU 
 

 

It should have become clear that humans, more than most other animals, are 

dependent upon other humans for the most basic needs such as food and 

shelter. 

We do not arrive in this world equipped with a collection of instincts inherited 

from our parents that will enable us to survive in a potentially hostile 

environment.  
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv3ocntSSUU
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Virtually all the things that we do have to be learned from others, for example 

walking, speaking, knowing what to eat, defending ourselves etc. A desert island 

baby is unlikely to survive, therefore we need other people. 

We have now established an important principle. Human behaviour is largely 

learned through a process called socialisation. Therefore what is termed as 

culture, which is our way of life, including the ways in which we behave relates 

to: 

 

- the language we speak 

- the clothes we wear 

- the food we eat and whether we eat it with knives, forks and spoons 

- the homes we live in 

- to the things we believe about the origins of life 

- what is good or bad 

- or the ways in which we should be governed. 

 

The above are all acquired from other people (this involves the process of 

socialisation into the culture of our society) 

 

It is through our membership of social groups that we acquire an 

understanding of the ways in which behaviour is patterned and 

organised and of the values, customs, norms and roles of our 

society. Sociologists refer to this as culture — the learned, shared 

behaviour of members of society. Culture is a social blueprint, a 

guide for living. It refers to all the aspects of human behaviour that 

are learnt rather than genetically transmitted. The following activity 

shows you the importance of culture. 

A subculture is a culture within a broader mainstream culture, with its own 

separate values, practices, and beliefs eg. Bikers, goths, skateboarders, 

scousers, yuppies, hippies etc.

Task 9 

 

Using the above list, describe the British culture. 
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Task 10 

Read the following. What aspects of this culture seem alien? In what ways can 

this resemble British culture? 

 

The Shirbit Tribe 
 

The Shirbit culture believes that the human body is ugly and feeble. The Shirbit, therefore, 

indulge in rituals and ceremonies designed to avoid this, and so every household has a shrine 

devoted to the body. 

 

The rituals associated with the shrine are private and secret. Adults do not discuss the rituals 

and children are only told enough for them to be successfully initiated. 

The focal point of the shrine is a box built into the wall where key charms and magical potions 

for the face and body are kept. These are obtained from medicine men, who write down the 

ingredients in an ancient and secret language, understood only by the herbalist who prepares 

the potion. 

Beneath the charm-box, is a small font. Every day, every member of the family enters the 

shrine chamber in succession and bows their head before the charm-box, mingling all sorts of 

holy water in the font and proceeds with a brief rite of absolution. 

The Shirbit have a pathological horror of and fascination with the mouth, the condition of 

which is believed to have a supernatural influence on all social relationships. Were it not for 

the rituals of the mouth, they believe their teeth would fall out, their friends would desert them 

and their lovers would reject them. 

 
Finally, men and women indulge in barbaric acts of self-mutilation. Men engage in a daily 

body ritual of scraping and lacerating their faces with a sharp instrument, whilst women bake 

their heads and hair with scorching tools. 

Did you recognise that this is British culture? 

The shrine devoted to the body is … the bathroom! The box built into the wall 

where charms and magical potions are kept is … a bathroom cabinet! 

What do you think is meant by ‘rituals of the mouth’ or ‘ritual of scraping and 

lacerating faces with a sharp instrument? 
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Task 11: Essay  

A-level Sociology is all about 

essay writing, a hugely 

important skill. This essay is 

designed to allow you to 

demonstrate your sociological 

understanding and writing skills. 

 

You will be assessed on the 

quality of your written style, the level to which you have understood and can use 

sociological concepts, your organisational skills and ability to follow instructions. 

Essay title: 

Evaluate the view that society is becoming more equal in the 21st century. 

You will need to pay particular attention to the following notes on 

socialisation and role. 

You should think firstly about what is meant by ‘equality’. Consider ways you 

think equality has been achieved and give examples. Try to think widely and 

consider global issues – it may help to make comparisons with other 

countries/societies. 

To evaluate, you need to ‘weigh up’ and make a judgement so you also 

need to think about how some groups in society may still experience 

inequality, why this might be the case and whether equality can /should be 

achieved. 

Check the next page for what to include… 

Your essay should have: 

● Clear paragraphs, an introduction and 

conclusion 

● Accurate spelling, punctuation and full 

sentences 

● Correct use of grammar 

● Accurate phrasing 

● Discuss different types of equality eg. 

gender, social class, ethnicity 

Your essay should be at least 

500 words and hand written. 

You should send a copy to Ms 

Jennings at school or take a 

photo and send the jpg or 

png file via email. 
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Socialisation is the term that sociologists use to describe the life-long process of 

learning the culture of any society. Culture is socially transmitted from one 

generation to the next through the process of socialisation. The American 

sociologist Charles Cooley (1864–1929) distinguished two types of socialisation: 

primary and secondary. These two forms of socialisation are defined partly in 

terms of the particular groups or ‘agencies’ in which they occur: 

 

Primary socialisation 

The family is the main agency where 

an 

individual learns many of the basic 

lessons for life such as language, 

how to act as a boy or a girl, how to 

share and how to love. 

 

Secondary socialisation  

Associated with the later stages of identity 

formation, from later childhood and continuing 

through adulthood. The school is an important 

example of an agency of secondary socialisation, 

but all formal organisations, including religion and 

work, are influential. 

 
 
 

Task 12 

 
List 2 ways in which your family teach you something. Similarly, list two ways in 

which school teaches you something (something other than subjects!). 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 
Socialisation is not only the process by which we learn the culture of our society; 

it is also a mechanism of social control. 

 

This refers to methods used to persuade or force individuals to conform to those 

values, norms and patterns of behaviour which the culture of their society 

requires. Social control involves the use of rewards and 

punishments. Sociologists refer to these as sanctions. These 

may be either positive sanctions (rewards) or negative 

sanctions (various types of punishment): 

 

Positive sanctions may range from gifts of sweets from 

parents to children, to merits and prizes at school, to 

promotion at work or to knighthoods and medals. 
 

Negative sanctions may range from expressions of 

disapproval, physical punishment, being ridiculed 

or gossiped about, dismissal from work to being 

fined or imprisoned. 
 

 

 
Task 13 

 

List and briefly explain three positive and three negative sanctions which affect 

the way you behave in your daily life: 
 

POSITIVE 
 

1. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

NEGATIVE 
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1. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Key Concepts in Socialisation and Culture 
 

Norms 
 

Norms are social rules which define correct and acceptable behaviour in a 

society or social group to which people are expected to conform. They are 

essential to human society. They guide and direct our behaviour and allow us 

both to understand and predict the behaviour of others. 

Norms exist in all areas of social life. In Britain, being late for 

work or an appointment; jumping queues in supermarkets; 

laughing during funerals; walking through the streets naked 

or never saying hello to friends are likely to be seen as 

rude, annoying or odd because they are not 

following the norms of accepted behaviour. 

Norms are usually enforced informally—by the 

disapproval of other people, embarrassment, or a 

‘telling off’ from parents. 

 
 

Task 14: British Norms 
 

Look at the following link and answer the questions. 

 

https://www.buzzfeed.com/alexfinnis/what-percentage-stereotypically-british-

are-you 

Then, have a look at this link and summarise the main British norms. 

https://www.studying-in-uk.org/british-culture-and-social-norms/  

 
 

 

https://www.buzzfeed.com/alexfinnis/what-percentage-stereotypically-british-are-you
https://www.buzzfeed.com/alexfinnis/what-percentage-stereotypically-british-are-you
https://www.studying-in-uk.org/british-culture-and-social-norms/
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What do these sources tell you about norms? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Values 
 

Values are less specific than norms. They are general guides for 

behaviour. Values are ideas and beliefs about what is ‘right’ 

and ‘wrong’ and about standards which are worth maintaining 

and achieving in any society. In Britain, values include beliefs 

about respect for human life, privacy and private property, 

about the importance of marriage and the importance of 

money and success. 

 

There are official legal rules concerning values which are formally enforced by 

the police, courts and prison and involve legal punishment if they are broken. 

For example, laws against murder enforce the value attached to human life in 

our society. 

 

Status 
 

Sociologists use the term ‘status’ to refer to a position in 

society, for example father, doctor, son, bank manager, 

teacher. Statuses may be ascribed or achieved. 

Ascribed statuses are fixed, often at birth, and are largely 

unchangeable. For example, gender and race are fixed 

characteristics usually given by others. 
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An achieved status involves some degree of choice and results partly 

from individual achievement. For example, a person achieves his or her 

job as a teacher, doctor or scientist on the basis of ability and effort. 

 

 

 

Role 
 

Each status has an accompanying role. A role is a set of norms which defines 

appropriate and expected behaviour for those who occupy a particular 

status. 

A role can be compared to that of an actor on the stage following a ‘script’. 

 
Roles are patterns of behaviour which are expected from people in different 

positions in society. People in society play many different roles in their lifetimes, 

such as those of a boy or girl, a child and an adult, a student, a parent, a 

friend and work roles like factory worker, police officer or teacher. People in 

these roles are expected by society to behave in particular ways. The police 

officer who steals or the teacher who is drunk in the classroom, show what 

these expectations of behaviour are! 
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Task 15: Recap 

List the key words you have learned so far with their definitions in the table. 

This is a table you will add to for the next 2 years so make sure you leave lots of 

space in your folder for lots more words! 

Key Term Definition 

Sociology  

 

Identity  

 

Structure  

 

Agency  

 

Nature/Nurture  

 

Socialisation  

 

Culture  

 

Norms  

 

Values  

 

Status  
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Role  

 

 


